Collaborative systems available on the Web allow millions of users to share information through a growing collection of tools and platforms such as wikis, blogs, and shared forums. By their very nature, these systems contain resources and information with different quality levels. The open nature of these systems, however, makes it difficult for users to determine the quality of the available information and the reputation of its providers. Here, we first parse and mine the entire English Wikipedia history pages in order to extract detailed user edit patterns and statistics. We then use these patterns and statistics to derive three computational models of a user's reputation. Finally, we validate these models using ground-truth Wikipedia data associated with vandals and administrators. When used as a classifier, the best model produces an area under the ROC curve of 0.98. Furthermore, we assess the reputation predictions generated by the models on other users, and show that all three models can be used efficiently for predicting user behavior in Wikipedia.
Introduction
The last few years have seen a substantial growth in user-generated Web content. Simple editing interfaces encourage users to create and maintain repositories of shared content. Online information repositories such as wikis, forums and blogs have increased the participation of the general public in the production of web content through the notion of social software [1, 2, 3] .
Online information repositories, especially in the form of wikis, are widely used on the Web. Wikis are originally designed to hide the association between a wiki page and the authors who have produced it [4] . The main advantages of this feature are: (a) it eliminates the social biases associated with group deliberation, thus contributing to the diversity of opinions and to the collective intelligence of the group, and (b) it directs authors towards group goals, rather than individual benefits [5] . One of the key characteristics of wiki software is its very low-cost collective content creation, requiring only a regular web browser and a simple markup language. This feature makes wiki software a popular choice for content creation projects where minimizing overhead is of high priority; especially in creating new or editing already existing content. For this reason, these platforms can be used in web-based collaborative content management systems for scientific purposes such as team-based research, and e-learning [6, 7, 8] .
The most well-known example of a public collaborative information repository is Wikipedia, which has a traffic rank of six worldwide 1 . Usually people trust user-generated content in Wikipedia for learning purposes or decision making without validating its information [9] . For these aims, the highly desirable properties of wikis or other similar social software technologies -openness, ease-of-use, and 1 According to traffic report by Alexa.com in December 2009. 1 decentralization-can also have disruptive consequences on society. Open wikis can easily be associated with poor-quality information, and often fall prey to malicious or misleading content editing [10] .
Online communities use trust/reputation management components to facilitate cooperative user behavior [11] . In general, trust management systems seek two main goals: (a) to assist users in rating products or other users for better decision making, and (b) to provide an incentive for better user behavior resulting in improved future performance [12, 13] . In the context of wikis, reputation management systems are suggested as a social rewarding technique that motivates users to participate actively in sharing knowledge [14] . In addition, these systems can assist administrators for automatic detection of high/low reputation users to promote/demote the access rights.
Reputation can be defined as the opinion (more technically, a social evaluation) of the public toward a person, a group of people, or an organization [15] . Trust is one user's belief in another user's capabilities, honesty and reliability based on his own direct experiences. In online communities, there are two notions of trust: individual-to-individual trust and individual-to-technology trust [16] . eBay and online banking are examples of these two categories, respectively. In Wikis, we have a combination of these trust/reputation relationships; individuals need to have trust in content that is collaboratively created by other individuals. Authors also need to have trust in other authors collaborating with them to create/edit content. For example, one of the obstacles experts who collaborate with Wikipedia face is the lack of guarantee that an inexpert/vandal user will not tamper with their contributed content [17] . Therefore, the trustworthiness of content is tightly linked with the reputation of the author.
In this work, we focus on estimating the reputation of wiki users based on their edit patterns. We parse and mine entire English Wikipedia history pages in order to extract detailed user edit patterns and statistics. We use these patterns and statistics to derive three computational models of users' reputation. The main contribution of this work is to accurately infer reputation of users through these mathematical models that are simpler than models previously proposed. With these models, reputation criteria are based on the users' actions in the system, rather than the explicit, or subjective judgment used in most reputation systems on the Web.
To assess the empirical validity of the models, we evaluate them against some external, independently assessed ground-truth. To do so, we measure the accuracy of the model to determine the reputation of known Wikipedia administrators and vandals. We extend the same experiment to Wikipedia good users and blocked users. Furthermore, we measure the predictive value of the proposed reputation models; we calculate reputation of users in English Wikipedia up to time t, then we analyze users' behavior since then. In aggregate, the results show that the proposed models perform well as classifiers and predictors. Comparison of the model with other similar related work shows that the estimated reputation values are more consistent with users' behavior.
The remainder of this paper is as follows: Section 2 provides a brief overview of the relevant literature. Section 3 introduces the three reputation models. Section 4 describes the main results including the validation of the three models. Section 5 provides technical background and describes how the Wikipedia data was collected and mined and how the reputation models were implemented. Section 6 provides a discussion and compares the present work to related work in the literature. Finally, Section 7 draws some conclusions and points to a few directions for future investigation.
Related Work and Background
Many online communities have trouble motivating enough users to build an active community. High user participation is the key factor for a successful online community, and that is why good motivating factors are essential [14] . As of December 2009, six of the ten most popular Web sites worldwide simply could not exist without user-contributed content [18] . These sites -Myspace, YouTube, Facebook, eBay, Wikipedia, and Craigslist-look for some incentives to encourage broader participation or the contribution of higher quality content. In order to increase and enhance user-generated content contributions, it is important to understand the factors that lead people to freely share their time and knowledge with others [19, 20] .
attacks. In this work, we present a robust reputation model that takes into account the survivability of the content. Compared to Adler et al. [41] , our model is simpler and the reputation estimate is more accurate. In the next section, we explain the process of modeling user reputation in detail.
Modeling Reputation
The long-term goal of this effort is to develop an automated system that can estimate the reputation R i (t) of a Wikipedia user i at time t based on his past behavior. The reputation index R i (t) should be positive and scaled between 0 and 1 and, for the moment, should be loosely interpretable as the probability that i produces high-quality content. Here we take a first step towards this long term goal by developing several computational models of R i (t) and testing them, in the form of classifiers, on the available "ground-truth" associated with Wikipedia-known administrators and vandals.
This general approach, which is fairly standard in machine learning applications, requires some explanations. It is reasonable to assume that there exists a true reputation function that is scaled between 0 and 1 and grows monotonically from the user with the lowest reputation to the user with the highest reputation. Our work is an attempt to approximate this unknown function. The only ground-truth available to us concerning this function comes in the form of two extreme datasets of users, the vandals and the admins. No ground-truth data is available for individuals in the middle range of the spectrum. Thus to approximate the true unknown reputation function our first focus is on testing whether the proposed models behave well on the two extreme populations. The models we propose have very few free parameters and they are used to predict reputation values for large numbers of admins and vandals. Once a model capable of producing an output between 0 and 1 for each user has been shown to perform well on the two extreme populations, it is also reasonable to ask whether it performs well on other users. Since no ground truth is available for these users, only indirect evidence can be provided regarding the corresponding performance of the model. Indirect, yet very significant evidence, can be provided in a number of different ways including assessment with respect to other models and data sets proposed in the relevant literature, and results obtained on curated data sets that go beyond the available admin/vandal data. These are precisely the kind of analyses that are described in the following sections.
In order to estimate users' reputations, we deconstruct edit actions into inserts and deletes. We consider stability of the inserts done by a user, the fraction of inserts that remain, to be an estimate for his reputation. Although stability of deletes can also be considered as another source of information, it has several shortcomings. In fact, Wikipedia is more derived by inserts, and the size of inserts is 1.6 times larger than the size of deletes. Deletes are more difficult to track and therefore calculating stability of deletes is noisier and more computationally extensive. Hence, we make an assumption that using only stability of inserts would result in a reliable estimation of users' reputation values.
Consider a user i who at time t inserts c i (t) tokens into a Wikipedia page. It is reasonable to assume that the update R + i (t) of R i (t) should depend on the quality of the tokens inserted at time t. To assess the quality of each token, let t represent the first time point, after t, where an administrator (hereafter referred to as "admin") checks current status of a wiki page by submitting a new revision. According to English Wikipedia history dumps, admins on average submit about 11% of the revisions of page, which are distributed over the life cycle of the page.
By definition (or approximation), a token inserted at time t is defined to be of good-quality if it is present after the intervention of the admin at time t , otherwise it is considered to be of poor-quality. Therefore we have c i (t) = g i (t) + p i (t) where g i (t) (resp. p i (t)) represents the number of good-quality tokens (resp. poor-quality). For user i, we also let N i (t) be the total number of tokens inserted up to and right before the time t and, similarly, let n i (t) be the number of good-quality tokens inserted up to and right before the time t. Using a "+" superscript to denote values immediately after the time t, we have N + i (t) = N i (t) + c i (t) and n + i (t) = n i (t) + g i (t). We can now define three different models of reputation.
Model 1:
In the first model, reputation is simply measured by the fraction of good tokens inserted. In this model, we simply have
Model 2:
While the first model appears reasonable, tokens that are deleted are treated uniformly. In reality, there is some information to be found in the time at which deletions occur. Vandalistic insertions, for instance, tend to be removed very rapidly [46, 47, 48] . According to our study on Wikipedia, 76% of vandalism is reverted in the very next revision.
Insertions that are deleted only after a very long period of time, tend to be deleted because they are outdated rather than poor in quality. Thus in general, we arrive at the hypothesis that the quicker a token is deleted the more likely it is to be of poor-quality. To realize this hypothesis, we propose a variation on Model 1 where delete tokens introduce a penalty in the numerator with an exponential time decay controlled by a single parameter α.
Here t d represents the time at which the corresponding token was deleted. Since update rate can vary among different wiki pages, we consider the time interval in terms of the number of revisions. We trained R + i (t) over different values of α in order to maximize the area under the ROC curve (AUC). The result shows that α = 0.1 returns the best result.
Model 3:
this model is a variation of Model 2 where we take into account also the reputation of the deleter, and use his reputation to weigh the corresponding deletion in the form
The idea behind this variation of the model is to value the deletions done by high-reputation users (e.g. admins) and devalue the deletions done by low-reputation users (e.g. vandals). In Model 3, α = 0.08 for the maximum (AUC).
For users who start with a delete action we need to know the initial value, R i (0). If we denote T the final time, experiments show that the fastest convergence from R i (t) to R i (T ) is obtained using the initial values R i (0) = 0.2 for all anonymous users, and R i (0) = 0.45 for all registered users (data not shown). These initial values are used in the rest of the paper.
Finally it is worth noting that if Model 3 were to perform well on the classification task (vandals vs admins) this would provide further indirect evidence that Model 3 is self-consistent and may perform well on other users too, since the update equation a5t time t + 1 for Model 3 uses the predicted reputation for users other than vandals or admins at time t.
Results
In this section we evaluate the reputation models on our dataset extracted from English Wikipedia history, as described in Section 5. 
Comparison of Models on Ground Truth Data
We first analyze the performance of the reputation models on two major populations: vandals and admins. Vandals are users who have been blocked by the Wikipedia Committee because they performed edits in violation of Wikipedia rules by engaging in vandalism. The "admin" title is conferred to users selected by the Wikipedia Committee due to their helpful, long-term contributions. Although Model 1, Model 2, and Model 3 have at most one free parameter (α) and can be applied directly to estimate the reputation R i (t) of any user at any time, here we first use the output R i (T ) to derive a classifier to separate vandals and admins. Table 1 shows the AUC (Area Under the Curve) values corresponding to the ROC curves of the three corresponding classifiers. The table shows that all the three models perform well and their classification performances are comparable. To further analyze classification performance on a broader set of users, we extend the test populations beyond the extreme of vandals and admins to all blocked users on one side and to good users of Wikipedia on the other side. All blocked users are a superset of the vandals. According to Wikipedia in addition to vandalism, user blocking can happen because of other reasons such as sock-puppetry 2 , edit war 3 , advertising, or edit disruption. At the other end of the spectrum, automatic extraction of good users beyond admins is not a trivial task. To identify a set of good users, we focus on Wikipedia articles which are marked as good or featured by a committee of experts. From the pool of users contributing to these articles, we extract those who still have contributions that are live in the most recent revisions of these articles. Our definition for good users is also consistent with the result of a recent study of Wikipedia [5] , which shows that identification of top page contributors is most highly correlated with the count of their contributed sentences that have survived up to the most recent revision of the wiki pages. Table 1 shows the AUC values for this extended classification experiment. Similar to the previous results, all the three models perform well and their classification performance are comparable; however, looking at TPRs (True Positive Rates) and FPRs (False Positive Rates) separately ( Figure 1 ) reveals some subtle differences. In particular, we can see that Model 1 is the best model for detecting vandals/blocked users (lower FPR) while Model 3 is the best model for detecting admin/good users (higher TPR) . Table 2 compares the mean and standard deviation of the reputation values for good users and admins against blocked users. In general, all three models assign high reputation values to admins/good users and low reputation values to blocked users; but the distribution of assigned reputations ( Figure 2 ) confirms that Model 1 outperforms the other two models at detecting blocked users, while Model 3 outperforms the other two models at detecting good users. FPRs for Blocked Users 5  10  15  20  25  30  35  40  45  50  55  60  65  70  75  80  85  90  95  100 TPRs for Admins 
Reputation and User Behavior
In this section, we consider the application of the three models to estimate the reputation of all users by extending the previous analyses. We first estimate reputation values for all the users of English Wikipedia. Figure 3 shows the distribution of reputation values for the three models. Unlike Models 2 and 3, where higher reputation users are more dominant, Model 1 yields a higher number of low reputation users. This is a direct consequence of the prompt punishment of a user in Model 1 after his contributed data is deleted. The decrease in reputation punishment occurs in Model 1 regardless of the reason for the deletion or the reputation of the deleter. Hence, it is very likely that Model 1 overly shifts good users to the left. This is also confirmed by the results of the previous experiments and the poor TPRs of Model 1, compared to Model 2 and Model 3. In order to evaluate the predictive value of the proposed reputation models, we run another experiment. In this experiment, we calculate the reputation of all the users of • RDR (Reverted Data Ratio) is the ratio of the number of submitted revisions by a user that are reverted by other users, to the total number of revisions submitted by the same user. This metric can be interpreted as the tendency of a user towards contributing vandalistic/problematic content.
• DSR (Data Stability Ratio) is the percentage of contributed data by a user that remains live in the wiki pages. It shows the percentage of content contributed by a user which has not been deleted by other users yet.
• SDR (Submission Data Ratio) is the number of revisions submitted by a user to the total number of submitted revisions. This metric shows how actively each user contributes to the wiki pages by submitting new revisions.
• CDR (Correction Data Ratio) is the ration of the number of reverts done by a user to the total number of reverts. This metric can be interpreted as the tendency of a user to make corrections in the wiki pages. Figure 4 shows the mean of CDR, SDR, DSR and RDR respectively, in each bin associated with each reputation model, when the behavioral indicators and reputation values are calculated using data up to As the diagrams show, in general, there is a positive correlation between user reputation and CDR -signifying that users with estimated high reputation tend to make more corrections than users with estimated low reputation. The positive correlation between user reputation and SDR also shows that higher reputation users submit more revisions compared to lower reputation users. The correlation between user reputation and RDR is negative, indicating that lower reputation users tend to contribute vandalistic or low quality content more frequently. These positive and negative correlations are consistent with the general intuitions about Wikipedia that were used to build the models.
It is important to note that among these parameters DSR is a direct input to Model 1 and an indirect input to Models 2 and 3. Hence, the positive correlation between DSR and the user reputation is expected for the three models. For this first set of graphs shown in Fig. 4 this positive correlation does not give any evidence about the predictive value of the models, since both user behavior indicators and user reputation are calculated on the same data.
To show the predictive value of the models, we plot users' behavioral indicators computed using data up to September 30, 2009 against the reputation values estimated using data up to January 1, 2007. (Figure 4 and Figure 5 ), we perform a Pearson correlation analysis. The results are described in Table 3 , where each tuple shows the correlation between the two parameters before and after 2007, respectively. For example, the entry (−0.906, −0.871) signifies that the correlation between RDR and Model 1 reputation is −0.906 in Figure 4 , while it is −0.871 in Figure 5 . These correlations are highly significant and the same is observed in one measures the correlation between the reputation value themselves within or across models, and up to 2007 or up to 2009 .
In combination, these results suggest that the reputation models are good at predicting behavioral indices and reputation values at future times, not only for extreme populations of very good of very bad users, but across the entire spectrum of reputation values.
Tools and Methods
In order to get the data for our study, we used 5 client machines for a period of 2.5 months during summer 2009 to send requests to MediaWiki API and extract the data. By sending consecutive requests to MediaWiki API, one can get the text of all revisions of each Wikipedia article. We needed the list of the articles in English Wikipedia to feed to the API in order to get article revisions. However, a significant number of Wikipedia articles had been redirected to other articles which we ignored them. In order to obtain a clean list of Wikipedia articles, we used crawler4j [49] to crawl English Wikipedia and extract the list of non-redirected articles. We started from the Wikipedia main page and some other seed pages and by traversing the links we crawled about 1.9 million articles. We also used the MediaWiki API to extracted different types of contributors such as bots 4 , admins and blocked users. Table 4 shows the properties of the data set.
A note about "users". It is virtually impossible to associate actual persons with the internet behavior in a one to one fashion. To bypass this problem Wikipedia defines two classes of users. An anonymous user is a user that is known only through his IP address. A registered user is a user associated with his usernames (i.e. nicknames) that was entered during the registration process. We, as well as others [50, 51, 52] , follow the same nomenclature as Wikipedia: a user in this study refers to a registered account or an IP address, and it does not refer to a real-world individual.
Extracting Reverts
A revert is an action to undo all changes made to an article and is primarily used for fighting vandalism. For extracting reverts, we compare the text of each revision to the text of the previous revisions. Since the text comparison process is computationally expensive, the comparison is done on the MD5 signature of the texts rather than on the texts themselves.
Extracting Events
We consider an atomic event to be an insertion or deletion of a word. Insertions are extracted by comparing the text of each revision with the text of the previous revision; deletions are extracted by comparing the text in a revision with the text of the all subsequent revisions. We use the diff algorithm described in [53] , for accurate extraction of atomic events. The advantage of this algorithm compared to most of current diff algorithms is its ability to detect movements of blocks. The developed tool, named Wikipedia Event Extractor, is publicly available at [54] . We calculated R i (T ) of users by processing the extracted events.
Discussion and Comparison to Related Work
In this section, we discuss our model in more detail and compare it to related work in the literature according to several different criteria, appearing in boldface in the list below. criteria:
Tracking Token Ownership.
Effective assignment of inserts and deletes to owners is highly dependent on: (1) the accuracy of the diff algorithm used for calculating the distance between two revisions of a wiki page; (2) the side-effects of reverts resulting in incorrect ownership assignments. An effective diff algorithm for wikis should identify differences in a way that is meaningful to human readers. In particular, reordering of text blocks should be detected in order to accurately assign ownership to the tokens in the reordered blocks. This issue has not been taken into consideration in some of the previous work [36, 55, 5] . For example Sabel et al. [36] use the Levenshtein algorithm 5 to compute the edit distance between two revisions. This algorithm penalizes block reordering and as a result each token that has been shifted is usually considered deleted from its old position, and inserted in its new position [56, 57] . In our experience, the Wikipedia's diff algorithm can suffer from the same problem, occasionally preventing the detection of block reorderings. We and others [41] overcome this problem by using efficient diff algorithms that detect reordering of blocks and run in time and space linear to the size of the input [53, 58] .
Another issue in accurate assignment of token ownership has to do with taking into account the side-effects of reverts. In general, successive revisions of a wiki page have similar content, and each revision, except the very first, is a descendant of the preceding one. However, this model is insufficient for describing the realistic evolution of a wiki page [36] . Assume that a vandal blanks out the ith revision of a wiki page. Therefore, the (i + 1)th revision becomes blank. When user u reverts the (i + 1)th revision to the previous revision, this revert results in a new revision and the content of (i + 2)th revision and ith revision become the same. This scenario raises several problems: (1) users whose contributions were deleted by the vandal are penalized unfairly; (2) u is erroneously considered to be the owner of all the content of the (i + 2)th revision; (3) the true original owner(s) are denied ownership of the content they actually contributed. We and others [41] address this issue by ignoring these spurious insertions and deletions caused by reverts. However, in [41] , the authors decided to process only up to the 3rd successive revision in order to extract reverts and assign ownership. Our study of Wikipedia shows that about 6% of reverts return the ith revision of a page to the jth where i − j > 3. For this reason, in order not to loose any information, we process all revisions. Because reverts happen very frequently in Wikipedia, ignoring the side-effect of reverts can result in significant numbers of incorrect assignments of token ownership.
Stability of Edits.
For the purpose of this study, user reputation is estimated by looking at the stability of the content he contributes. To estimate the stability of the content, we track the tokens inserted by a user up to the last revision of the page to see how many of these tokens are deleted. In some of the related work in the literature, the tracking process has been more limited, for instance by tracking inserted tokens only up to a limited number of successive revisions and therefore missing some deleted tokens. For example, the authors in [41] use up to the 10th successive revisions. Our study of Wikipedia shows that 37% of the deletes happen after the 10th revision. Hence, ignoring this fraction of deletes may lead to reputation estimates that are less accurate. For the purpose of this study user reputation is estimated by considering the stability of inserts only. One may argue that although the number of deletes is considerably smaller than the number of inserts, there is some information in the stability of the deletes too, and one ought to be able to use this additional information to derive even more accurate models of reputation. To see if the stability of deletes can improve the accuracy of the models, we reformulate our simplest model (Model 1) by considering the stability of deletes. We define Model 1 as follows,
where n d (t) is the number of good-quality deleted tokens and N + d (t) is the total number of deleted tokens after time t. We tested Model 1 as a classifier on admins and vandals and the results showed that Model 1 has lower AUC (0.84) than Model 1. Interestingly this observation is consistent with the result of another study [5] , which shows that delete and proofread edits have little impact on the perception of top contributors in Wikipedia. In other words, there does not seem to exist any significant correlation between an author's reputation and an an author's number of deletes in the wiki pages; but, in contrast, there is a very strong correlations between an author's reputation and an author's number of insertions.
Dynamic/Non-Dynamic and Individualized/Non-Individualized Reputation Measures.
One of the advantages of the models presented here is that they assign individualized and dynamic reputation values to both anonymous and registered users. This is not the case in some of the related work published in the literature. For example, the authors in [37] , use non-dynamic and non-individualized reputation values for the users. They categorize users into four groups -administrators, anonymous users, registered users, and blocked users-and assign a static reputation value to each group. In [41] , authors consider dynamic and individualized reputation values for registered users, but assign a static and non-individualized reputation value to anonymous users.
Resistance to Attacks.
According to the proposed models, users increase their reputation when their contributions to the wiki pages survive. The robustness of the models are highly dependent on when the reputation gain events are triggered. Assume that the reputation of a user increases immediately after he inserts some content; if the page is revised only after a long period of time, the user will have an increased reputation throughout the period, even if his contribution is of poor quality. One solution to this problem is to postpone the reputation increase until the contribution is reviewed by another user. Although this solution solves the previous problem, the reputation model becomes vulnerable to a Sybil attack 6 , in which an attacker has multiple identities and can follow up his own edits. To overcome both problems at once, we postpone the reputation increase until a high-reputation user (e.g. admin) approves the corresponding page. Therefore, in the proposed models, a reputation gain can be triggered only when an admin submits a new revision. One may argue that this reliance on the limited number of admins as outside authorities might reduce the accuracy or scope of applicability of the proposed models. However, as shown in Table4, in Wikipedia we have large number of good users which contribute actively to Wikipedia pages. Thus enlarging the pool of authorities beyond admins to include these good users to validate the quality of insertions may provide an efficient solution, especially for pages with high edit rates.
Among related work, Adler et al. [45] has addressed the attack resistance problem by extending their previously presented model [41] . Although the extended model is resistant to the aforementioned attacks, it is considerably more complex than the original model. Since we do not consider the stability of deletes and reverts and we ignore the side-effect of reverts, our proposed models are not prone to other kinds of attacks, such as delete-restore or fake-followers [45] .
Another issue in the proposed models is that reputation gains happen without giving any consideration to the quality of the page that a user contributes to. In [42] , the authors make two assumptions: (1) the quality of a wiki page depends on the reputation of its contributors; (2) the reputation of a user depends on the quality of the pages he contributes to. Although the first assumption is often true, the second assumption is more debatable; furthermore, it also increases the vulnerability of the model against some attacks. Our study of Wikipedia shows that vandals are more active in high-quality pages. For example, the average RDR (Reverted Data Ratio) associated with featured articles 7 is 17.8% (11.4% before being marked as featured and 25.4% after being marked as featured) while it is about 9.9% for non-featured articles. In general, a policy based on the assumptions in [42] , would result in vandals having more incentives to contribute to high-quality pages hoping to increase their reputations, and high reputation users having less incentives to contribute to low-quality pages to improve their quality.
Population Coverage and Precision and Recall Issues.
In related work, anonymous users are either completely ignored or assigned a static reputation value, regardless of their behavior [41] . There are three main reasons why we think that it is important to consider anonymous users in the reputation estimation process: (1) About 33% of the submissions and 39% of the inserts in Wikipedia are contributed by anonymous users and 16% of these contributions have survived up to the last revisions of the articles, therefore they cannot be ignored; (2) Wikipedia itself blocks IP addresses associated with anonymous vandals and 40% of anonymous vandals are subject to infinite blocking. Therefore, an effective reputation management system for Wikipedia should be able to identify anonymous vandals; otherwise, a significant number of vandals will go undetected; and (3) About 15% of data deleted from registered users is deleted by anonymous users, hence ignoring their deletes would degrade the accuracy of the estimated reputation for registered users.
To further verify the relevance of anonymous users, we reformulate Model 3 and assign a static reputation value to all anonymous users, as suggested in [41, 37] . Several static reputation values were tested and the results for the new model (Model 3 ) show that the AUC always drops, for instance by 1% when the reputation of all anonymous users is set to 0.1. These results indicate that ignoring the anonymous population is likely to decreases the accuracy of a reputation model.
Evaluation results reported by Adler et al [41] using a precision and recall analysis also confirm this observation. To be more specific, in their work they use a model to estimate reputation values up to time t, and then estimate the precision and recall after time t provided by low reputation users for short-lived text, which are defined as follows:
• Short-lived text is text that is almost immediately removed (only 20% of the text in a version survives to the next version).
• A low-reputation author is an author whose reputation falls in the bottom 20% of the reputation scale. Table 5 shows the precision and recall values obtained on these data by Adler et al by first ignoring anonymous users (first row) and then by assigning a static common reputation value to all anonymous users (second row). The third row shows the results obtained using Model 3, the most similar of our models to their model, to estimate reputations in English Wikipedia up to 2007 and measure precision and recall on the same data. As the table shows, the model by Adler et al [41] performs better when a reputation is assigned to anonymous users, albeit statically. Model 3 significantly outperforms the other two approaches because of dynamic assignment of reputation to anonymous users, better token ownership assignments, and also effective removal of side effects of reverts.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have modeled user reputation in wiki systems. We have presented 3 reputation models. According to Model 1, when a user inserts a piece of content in a wiki page his reputation is increased and when a piece of content contributed by the user is deleted by another user, his reputation is decreased.
In Model 2, we also take into account the time interval between insertions and deletions of content items. Finally, in Model 3, we add another parameter which is the current reputation of the deleter. We have tested the three models on English Wikipedia which is the largest online wiki with an open editing model, allowing anyone to enter and edit content. Our experiments show that the three models can accurately assign reputation values to Wikipedia's known administrators/good users and vandals/blocked users. Additional analyses reveal that Model 1 does slightly better at detecting vandals and Model 3 does slightly better at detecting good users.
The proposed models can be applied in real time to calculate dynamic and individualized reputation values. While Model 1 is simpler to implement, Model 3 appears to be slightly more accurate, and more robust to attacks than several other competing models of reputation. We are currently exploring several directions for improving the proposed models, for instance, by combining several models (including RDR and DCR) in different ways, and incorporating more information about deletion behavior.
Since all wikis store history pages, the proposed models can be used in any intra-company or intraorganization wikis or in public wikis such as Wikipedia, Citizendium 8 , and Scholarpedia 9 and they can be integrated with the corresponding platform. In addition, most of the online wikis like Citizendium and Scholarpedia use the same wiki software, MediaWiki, as Wikipedia. Therefore, the implementation of the models can be modified easily to fit those other platforms. The proposed models can be used in wikis for rating users or as a decision support system for administrators. For example, they can be used for automatic vandal detection, saving substantial amounts of time for wiki administrators. They can be integrated also in a quality assessment system that assesses the reliability of the content according to the reputation of its contributors, as suggested in [42] .
In future work, we would like to develop a search engine for Wikipedia, capable of returning the most recent and reliable revision of each wiki page when searching for a topic in Wikipedia 10 . For each page, the most recent reliable revision can be defined as the most recent revision submitted by a user with a high reputation.
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